
Re-Envisioning 

Community Media Centers: 
Building Relevance and Long Term 

Sustainability



■ Why do we need to re-envision?

■ Assure long term viability

■ Service-wise and financially

■ Meet community needs and stay relevant

■ Stay ahead of rapidly changing technology 

■ Respond to unstable regulatory environment

■ Changes in the way the community creates and 

consumes media

■ Explosive growth in social media and alternatives 

sources of content
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A BRIEF HISTORY









■ How do we re-envision?

■ Identify steps that need to be undertaken 

■ Board and staff need to be committed

■ Objectively evaluate current operations and Board 

functionality

■ Undertake an environmental scan

■ Seek input from community and key stakeholders

■ Learn from success and mistakes of other CMC’s

■ Develop a multi-year plan

Re-Envisioning Process
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■ Objectively evaluate operations and Board functionality

■ Evaluate all aspects of current operations

■ Look at longitudinal operational data 

■ Trends in class enrollment

■ Equipment usage by type

■ Hours of locally-produced programming

■ Number of people using services

■ Demographics of users

■ Viewership data / social media analysis

■ What’s working and what needs to change?
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■ Objectively evaluate operations and Board functionality

■ Evaluate Board functionality and engagement 

■ Confidential Board self-evaluation survey

■ Very important

■ Board Study sessions

■ Identify organization’s strengths and weaknesses

■ Review organization’s mission, core values and goals

■ Informational Board study sessions

■ Identify if changes need to be made in Board structure, 

numbers, or appointment methodology 

■ Use information gathered through environment scan, 

public and stakeholder input to make needed changes
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■ Undertake an environmental scan

■ Undertake a variety of tasks to take a wide look at what’s 

going on in the community and outside the organization

■ Identify other recently undertaken studies  

■ Seek input from key stakeholders

■ Be sure to include the “usual suspects,” as well as 

community groups and institutions who should be 

stakeholders but are not.

■ Stakeholder meetings

■ On-line survey
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■ Get input from community members about topics 

such as:

■ Awareness of current services, channels, programming

■ Viewership levels and where they view (e.g., cable 

channels, website, YouTube)

■ Where do community members seek and find local 

information?

■ What local information do they most value?

■ What local information are they not receiving?

■ What media and technology services would they like to 

receive?
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■ Identify CMC’s that evolved to a new level of service 

and financial stability

■ Borrow ideas that you think will work in your community

■ Learn about successes and failures

■ Use information gathered through operational and 

board evaluation, environmental scan, public and 

stakeholder input to develop a plan 

■ What are mission goals?

■ What are desired operational outcomes?

■ What are desired revenue outcomes?

■ What is the timeline, and what steps are needed to work 

toward goals and outcomes?
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■ What might the changes entail?

■ Changes in board structure and membership

■ Expanded platforms used for content delivery

■ Expanded and diversified funding sources

■ Branding / Marketing / Outreach campaign  

■ More focus on partnership and relationship 

building
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■ What might the changes entail?

■ PEG channels in HD (or most advanced format)

■ PEG channels on cable electronic program guide

■ Format equivalent to commercial channels

■ Staying current with equipment, media tools, and 

software

■ Changing or expanding service offerings

■ Regularly surveying the community

■ Being nimble
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 Build Long Term Financial Stability

 Expand CCX Media Brand Recognition

 Provide Media Services and Content that Meet 

the Needs of the Communities Served

 Continue to Build and Maintain a Strong, Well-

Managed Organization

Primary Strategic Goals



Timelines for Strategic Goal #1



Timelines for Strategic Goal #1



Timelines for Strategic Goal #1



PLAN APPROVAL 

GIVES YOU THE 

GREEN LIGHT TO 

MOVE FORWARD



“FOR THOSE WHO 

FAIL TO PLAN, 

PLAN TO FAIL.”



QUESTIONS?


